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Introduction  v 

Introduction 

Staples is the one of the largest office products and a customer-oriented 
provider. Staples has an extensive knowledge in the categories of office 
supplies, technology, furniture, and Copy & Print. In this manual we will 
be focusing on the Copy & Print aspect of Staples to make each of our 
employees Copy Experts. The following topics will be discussed in detail: 

1. The Xerox copiers 
a. Copy/Printing 

2. The UPS shipping center 
a. UPS shipping kiosk 

3. Laminating 
a. Pouch 
b. Wide format 

4. Self-serve fax 
a. Nation-wide 
b. International  

5. Instant Brother stamps 
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Copying/Printing 
The number one request from customers is to have their documents copied or 
printed from either a hard copy or a flash drive they have provided. 

 

Xerox machine 
This machine is for only Black and white documents. If the customer wishes to 
have a document with color be copied in black and white then this machine may 
be used.  

1. Figure out the nature of the copy job 
a. Hard copy or electronic file? 
b. Paper size? (Letter, legal, or ledger?) 
c. Paper type? (Cardstock, premium, color, etc.) 
d. Does it need it need to be double sided or single sided? 
e. Will the document be stapled if it has multiple pages? 
f. Hole punched? 

Hard copy 

1. Either insert the hard copies individually on the scanning glass, or place 
them in the feeder depending on the job or the customers’ requests. 

a. If the documents is fragile then individually scan of thee glass 
b. If the document is large and has to be kept in order then place it in 

the feeder 
2. Determine the paper size of the document 

a. Select the paper tray accordingly 
i. Tray 1 is letter premium paper 

ii. Tray 2 is letter standard paper 
iii. Tray 3 is legal paper 
iv. Tray 4 is ledger paper 
v. Tray 5 has the ability to be loaded with customer provided 

paper, or special paper we have in stock. 
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3. On the basic copying tab select the printing output the customer requests 
a. 1 to 1: select if the original is single sided and the copy needs to be 

single sided as well 
b. 1 to 2: select if the original is single sided and the  copy needs to be 

double sided 
c. 2 to 1: Select if the original is double sided and the copy needs to be 

single sided 
d. 2 to 2: select if the original is double sided and the copy needs to be 

double sided 
4. To staple a document if requested 

a. Select the job assembly tab  
i. Select the finishing button 

1. Select stapling  
a. Press left top single  

5. To hole punch if requested 
a. Select the job assembly tab once again  

i. Select machine drilling 
1. Select left 3 hole punch 

6. Print out a sample  
a. If the sample is correct print out the quantity needed 

 

Electronic File 

1. Make sure the file is compatible with the Copy Center’s computer. 
However, if the file is not compatible then convert to a PDF. 

a. Right click the file 
i. Click convert to an Adobe PDF 

2. Open the file  
3. Allow customer to check the document for errors before printing 
4. Click file the file tab on the toolbar  

a. Click print 
5. The printing menu will appear 

a. Select the correct printer 
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i. In this case chose the Xerox copier, since the customer 
requested B&W 

6. Once the printer is selected, click printing properties 
a. Refer to the picture for details. 

 

7. For additions on the print order (hole punch, double sided) are on the 
following tabs 

a. See image 
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Docucolor 
This machine is for only color documents. However if the document has black and 
white pages within a color job that are in a specific order, then do the printing on 
only on the Docucolor to make sure the order stays intact. Do not charge the 
customer for the black and white pages as color copies.a 

1. Figure out the nature of the copy job 
a. Hard copy or electronic file? 
b. Paper size? (Letter, legal, or ledger?) 
c. Paper type? (Cardstock, premium, color, etc.) 
d. Does it need it need to be double sided or single sided? 
e. Will the document be stapled if it has multiple pages? 
f. Hole punched? 
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Hard copy 

1. Either insert the hard copies individually on the scanning glass, or place 
them in the feeder depending on the job or the customers’ requests. 

a. If the documents is fragile then individually scan of thee glass 
b. If the document is large and has to be kept in order then place it in 

the feeder 
2. Determine the paper size of the document 

a. Select the paper tray accordingly 
i. Tray 1 is ledger 

ii. Tray 2 is legal 
iii. Tray 3 is premium letter 
iv. Tray 4 is standard letter 
v. Tray 5 has the ability to be loaded with customer provided 

paper, or special paper we have in stock. 
3. On the basic copying tab select the printing output the customer requests 

a. 1 to 1: select if the original is single sided and the copy needs to be 
single sided as well 

b. 1 to 2: select if the original is single sided and the  copy needs to be 
double sided 

c. 2 to 1: Select if the original is double sided and the copy needs to be 
single sided 

d. 2 to 2: select if the original is double sided and the copy needs to be 
double sided 

4. To staple a document if requested 
a. Select the job assembly tab  

 

Electronic File 

1. Make sure the file is compatible with the Copy Center’s computer. 
However, if the file is not compatible then convert to a PDF. 

a. Right click the file 
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i. Click convert to an Adobe PDF 
2. Open the file  
3. Allow customer to check the document for errors before printing 
4. Click file the file tab on the toolbar  

a. Click print 
5. The printing menu will appear 

a. Select the correct printer 
i. In this case chose the Docucolor copier, since the customer 

requested color 
6. Once the printer is selected, click printing properties 

7. Make additions to the print job according to the customer’s requests 

 



 

   

UPS Shipping Center  
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UPS Shipping Kiosk 
 

Pre-paid shipping 
• This is the simplest shipping request 

 
1. Make sure the customer provides a pre-paid label 
2. Press F7  

a. Or press the Process tab on the toolbar 
i. Then select enter drop off package 

3. The “enter package information” box appears 
a. See photo below 

 

 

 

4. Scan the barcode on the Pre-paid label 
a. Notice how the text blanks automatically fill 

i. If customer has multiple packages 
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ii. Press add another  
1. Repeat steps starting from 4 

5. Hit done at the bottom of the “enter package information” box 
6. A receipt will print out 

a. Inform the customer this has the tracking number for the package 
b. Hand to the customer  

7. Put packages in shipping bin 
8. You’re finished! 

 
 

 

Creating a shipping order  
• The shipping price cannot be determined until information is filled out! 
• Also, we do not ship to P.O. Boxes 

 

1. Click the add/edit button in the Ship From field 
a. Fill in all the information with an asterisk next to the box 
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2. Repeat step 1 for the Ship To field 
3. A description of goods is needed   

a. If not visible, ask the customer politely the contents of the box 
b. Brief statement will suffice 

4. Place package on scale 
a. Then press the weight box 

i. It will automatically fill in with the weight 
5. Select packaging in drop box if customer will purchase our staples 

packaging materials 
a. However, if package is customer provided measurements are 

required  
i. Use tape measure to record length, width, and height 

1. Record in blanks under drop box 
ii. Fill in circle if customer or Associate put together package 

1. Let customer know of additional charge for packing 
6. Press get rates  

 
 

a. Inform customer of rates and estimated shipping rates for preference 
b. Click the requested shipping time and rate 

7. Press the Ship It button at the bottom of the page 
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a. Two receipt will print out, a store and customer copy.  
8. Have the customer review the store receipt for any errors and sign off at 

the bottom of the page 
9. Scan barcode on store copy 

a. Manually enter the price 
10. Finish transaction normally 
11. Staple the receipt to the customer tracking information and hand off 
12. Then staple a duplicate receipt of the transaction to the store tracking 

sheet that was previously signed by customer 
a. File our copy in the shipping center 

13. Finished! 
 



 

 Wide Format  

Laminating Equipment  
 

 

 

Pouch 
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Laminating 
Pouch 

• Sizes range from business cards, luggage tags, letter size, to ledger.  
• If document doesn’t fit in pouches, see wide format laminate below. 
1. Ask customer preferred thickness of laminate 

a. 3 mil, 5 mil, and 7 mil. 
b. 7 mil is our standard thickness, so if customer has no preference 

chose the 7 mil.  
2. The laminate drawers are organized my size, within are the particular 

thicknesses  
3. Place document within the laminate pouch 

 

Caution! 

4. Make sure to but the laminate pouch within the carrier pouch 
a. Otherwise the laminate will melt to the machine! 
b. Also the customers document will ruin 

5. The pouch laminator is always on 
a. Just flip the orange switch to get the track to start 

6. Insert the carrier into the front end 
a. Wait for the carrier to go through the other end 
b. The pull out 

7. Remove laminate from carrier 
8. Cut edges if customer requests 
9. Finished! 

 

Wide format 
• Inform customer that the machine takes 15 minutes to heat up. 
• The machine only laminates up to 26 inches wide 
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1. Once the laminator reaches 260 degrees it is ready 
2. Set the laminator to 3 mil 

a. See picture below 

 

3. Put the speed to 3 
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Caution! 

4. Do a test run before you laminate the customers’ document 
5. Press run 

a. Slide the document through the front opening 
b. Make sure to center it and keep away from edges. 

6. Wait for document to run through the back end 
a. Then cut off 

7. If the document went off the edges and didn’t laminate fully repeat from 
step 5. 

8. Trim edges after laminating if customer requests 
9. Finished!





 

   

Self-Service Fax 
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Faxing 
 

Nation-Wide Faxing 
• $1.49 page one and each additional page is $1.29 
• Dial a one for fax numbers outside of DFW metroplex 

 

1. Determine if the customer has odd pages they want to fax 
a. A document larger or smaller than letter size will not work 

i. Copy it to meet the size requirement if possible 
b. A document that is wrinkled of damaged will jam 

i. Copy it to a new paper 
c. If a document is double sided 

i. Copy the backside 
2. Determine if the number must be dialed out with a one 
3. Dial the number 
4. Place the documents face down at the back of the fax machine 
5. Press the large blue start button 
6. Watch the documents to make sure they don’t jam 
7. At the end a confirmation page will print out  

a. Make sure the number of pages and the number dial match up 
8. Finished!  

 
 
 

International Faxing 
• $1.99 page one and each additional page is $1.79 
• Change the setting in the faxing menu 

o Select overseas fax 
 Select on 
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1. Determine if the customer has odd pages they want to fax 
a. A document larger or smaller than letter size will not work 

i. Copy it to meet the size requirement if possible 
b. A document that is wrinkled of damaged will jam 

i. Copy it to a new paper 
c. If a document is double sided 

i. Copy the backside 
2. Dial the number 
3. Place the documents face down at the back of the fax machine 
4. Press the large blue start button 
5. Watch the documents to make sure they don’t jam 
6. At the end a confirmation page will print out  

a. Make sure the number of pages and the number dial match up 
7. Finished!  



 

   

Brother Stamps 
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Instant stamp 
1. Have customer to fill out the stamp order form with the desired text, font, 

orientation, etc. 
2. Open stamp editor on the computer 
3. On the toolbar click the stamp size drop box 

a. Select the stamp size requested 
4. Choose the font requested 
5. Click in the blank stamp work space 
6. Type in the stamp text that was from the form 

a. The text may run off the text field 
7. Select the cursor option to the left of the workspace 
8. Click the text  
9. Then on the toolbar select the maximize workspace button 
10. Select print 

a. Select ID label 
i. Insert an ID label from stamp drawer 

11. Show the customer the  ID label for approval 
12. Select print again 

a. But select stamp this time 
13. The stamp creator will indicate when to insert stamp 

a. The screen will read insert stamp 
14. Take out the stamp parts 

a. You will need 3 items 
i. The ink pad 

ii. The skirt 
iii. The top 

b. See photo 
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15. Insert the stamp pad in the slot underneath the blue lever 
a. See picture for demonstration 

 

16. Close blue lever over the stamp 
a. A flash should occur once closed 

17. Remove the stamp and put together the three stamps for completion 
a. First, snap the skirt on top of the stamp pad  
b. The top then is pressed on top of the stamp pad and skirt until you 

hear a click 
i. The top holds the ink of the stamp 

1. Once you press it on to the other parts the ink catch 
breaks and seeps into the stamp pad on bottom 

18. Remove the sticker from the ID label 
a. Place on top of the stamps top 

Important! 

 Inform customer to NOT use stamp and keep it upright for 3 hours 
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